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The fall has definitely arrived across
Canada (we won’t talk about the snow
in Alberta and BC), but don’t let the
cooler weather fool you. The UV index
can still be high in spring and fall,
and anything above a UV index of 3
requires sun protection. You can check
out the UV index where you live daily
at the Government of Canada’s website
(www.weather.gc.ca/forecast/public_
bulletins_e.html?Bulletin=fpcn48.
cwao), or through the Weather
Network (www.theweathernetwork.
com/ca). Know your skin, check your
skin monthly and know your risk
factors. Make sure you a covering up,
seeking shade and wearing sunscreen.
Check out and share our video (www.
youtu.be/AqdVW7guqU4).
Speaking of our fleeting summer….
Our summer camps education program
enrolled over 160 camps this summer,
providing education and awareness
for more than 100,000 youth at
summer camp, making it our best
year to date. We are grateful for the
ongoing financial support from Douglas
Wright Foundation, to make this a very
successful year.

On the drug access and clinical trial
front, we continue to make strides
for patients across the country. Once
again my thanks goes out to all of you
that have provided input for our drug
access submissions to pCODR and
INESSSS for cutaneous squamous cell
carcinoma (cSCC - a common type of
skin cancer which can spread and be
deadly). We hope to have a positive
recommendation from pCODR and
INESSS (Quebec), by year end. In the
meantime, Sanofi, the manufacturer
of Libtayo (cemiplimab) is providing
compassionate access to advanced
and metastatic patients with cSCC. We
have written the first full booklet in
Canada on cutaneous squamous cell
carcinoma and it is being shipped to all
major cancer centres and other health
care providers across Canada. It is
also available for download from our
website.
Adjuvant Therapies for Stage III:
Our efforts are paying back as
adjuvant therapies for stage III
patients continue to move through
the approval process. On August 1st
Keytruda (pembrolizumab) received
a positive recommendation from
pCODR (Pan-Canadian Oncology Drug
Review) for adjuvant treatment of
stage III fully resected patients. It will
now proceed to pricing negotiations
and we are hopeful that this will
proceed quickly so that it can be
covered by the provinces. We also
received a positive recommendation
for the targeted combination therapy
of Tafinlar & Mekinist (dabrafenib
& trametinib), May 21st, and are
awaiting price negotiations. Last
March, Opdivo (nivolumab) received
a positive recommendation for stage
III patients, and the price negotiations
are continuing with the provinces.
On October 2nd, INESSS in Quebec
announced coverage of adjuvant
nivolumab and is the first province
in the country. BRAVO Quebec!
Individual private insurance plans
may already provide coverage or
coverage may be available through
compassionate access. Please check
with your oncology team or your

insurance provider to determine your
options. If you are having challenges
with drug access, be sure to give us a
call anytime (1-877-560-8035 and ask
for Mary or myself, Annette).
Treatment for Unresectable Stage III
or Metastatic Stage IV: We are very
pleased that every province in Canada
is now covering the combination
therapy of Yervoy and Opdivo
(ipilimumab and nivolumab) except
for PEI. Often times the Maritime
Provinces are last to provide provincial
coverage, but we were surprised and
disappointed that the government
of PEI has elected not to provide
coverage of this life saving combination
therapy. We are in communication
with the Province to review the issue
and hopefully seek a reversal of this
decision. Patients across Canada
should have equal access to cancer
treatment, in a timely and effective
manner.
We have a full slate of activities and
education events planned for the fall.
Make sure and check our calendar on
our website. On September 22nd, at
sites across the country, we held our 8th
annual Strides for Melanoma national
walk. This is our largest fundraising
event of the year. The vast majority
of our funding is from this one event,
which helps us keep the lights and
phones operating. The walk funds our
award-winning patient programs and
resources; helps MNC fund research
and allows us to lead the charge for
patient treatment and coverage for
drug therapies. We think this is critical,
and we hope you do too. The work
never stops for us. If you weren’t able
to participate, it is not too late. Please
help visiting our website and making
a donation. Every dollar counts and
helps to ensure melanoma patients
count. While there is still a way to go to
conquer this disease – we all need to
be part of the solution!

Chair & Founder,
Melanoma Network of Canada

COPING TIPS
FOR CAREGIVERS
Being a caregiver to a loved one
diagnosed with cancer can be
challenging and overwhelming.
Depending on your loved one’s needs,
you may provide emotional support,
practical assistance (such as help
with medical care, financial issues,
or insurance issues), or serve as the
communication link between your
loved one and the health care team.
While caring for others, it is also
important to take time for yourself and
to look for opportunities to recharge.
As a caregiver, you must recognize
when you need a break so you don’t
become overwhelmed or burned out.

Here are five coping
tips for caregivers:
1 Remember that caregiving is a

team effort. You are a member
of an important team that
may include family, friends
or volunteers, and the health
care professionals. Each team
member brings different skills
and strengths to the group and is
working towards a common goal
– providing effective support and
care. Let others help. If you are
the primary caregiver, help each
team member have input, express
concerns, opinions, and emotions,
and ensure that your loved one
with cancer has a central role in
all discussions and decisions, if
possible. It is very important for
the person with cancer to have a
sense of control and input into care
decisions.

2 Seek support for yourself. Spend

time with trusted friends and
relatives – they often want to
feel helpful so if they can help
with driving, meals, cleaning, and
errands, or by spending time with

your loved one so that you can
get a break, don’t be afraid to let
them help out. Contact your cancer
centre and/or organizations in
your community to find support as
well. You are not alone. Joining a
support group yourself or having
your loved one attend one gives a
chance to talk with others coping
with cancer and learn how they
manage difficult emotions. Ask a
hospital social worker for a referral,
or contact MNC. We offer faceto-face, telephone, and online
support groups for people with
melanoma and other skin cancers.

3 Consider using professional

and volunteer services. These
days there are many options for
meal prep, delivery services,
or professional home care to
help with everyday activities. If
you can’t afford services, your
local public health may be able
to help – or check with the
hospital for recommendations.
Some community agencies have
volunteers who can help with
transportation. Hospitals often
have drug navigators to assist with
or advocate for health insurance or
other benefits. MNC can often also
help with drug access or insurance
issues – feel free to call us.

4 Engage in some self-care! Stay

active, eat well, laugh and take
breaks to maintain your strength,
balance, and a positive outlook.
Look for things that re-energize
you – maybe meditation or yoga,
power naps, going for a walk,
reading a good book. Recognize
your own strengths and limitations
as a caregiver. This allows you
to set boundaries and gives you
the ability to know when to ask
for help. Setting limits can be

beneficial to both the caregiver
and care recipient; the person
with cancer can exercise some
independence, while the caregiver
gets a needed break.

5 Do a self check-in and monitor

your thoughts and feelings.
Sometimes it’s easier said than
done, but having a positive
mindset can help ease the stress
and anxiety that goes along with
a cancer diagnosis. You may not
have control of what happens, but
you can control how you react.
It is okay to be angry, stressed
out, fearful and sad, but if it is
continuous or is interfering with
your ability to do your regular
activities, you may need additional
support. Your mental health is as
important as your physical health.

Reach out to a healthcare professional
to discuss and identify coping
strategies that are specific to you.
Turn to members of the caregiving
team, relatives, friends, religious or
spiritual advisors, and health care
professionals to help you cope. Most
hospitals provide access to counsellors
for all family members. Melanoma
Network of Canada also has an on-site
counsellor to assist by phone and an
amazing peer support program for
both patients and their caregivers.
Contact Mary (905-901-5121 x108
or toll free 1-877-560-8035) or email
mzawadzki@melanomanetwork.ca.

https://www.melanomanetwork.ca/general/caregivers-often-know-running-empty-really-means/

PATIENT SPOTLIGHT

JULIE McGUFFIN
Written by A. Cyr - MNC
Sheer determination can do a lot to
power us forward. Recently I had
an opportunity to speak with Julie
McGuffin from Dorchester, Ont,
about her year of adjuvant treatment
with targeted therapy for stage IIIC
melanoma. At age 45, with a loving
husband, a young son, a busy life
and starting a new job, a melanoma
diagnosis was not on the radar. A
special first-ever family trip was
planned to Ireland.
But then, there was this mole. Julie
had noticed it on the back of her upper
arm. It was bothersome and bleeding
– just rubbing a towel over it would
make it bleed. A fair-skinned, redheaded young woman with a bleeding
mole – we know that to be a tell-tale
sign of a potential problem. She was
worried and after a frustrating series of
doctor appointments, Julie finally met
with a plastic surgeon who removed
the concerning mole and sent it off
for biopsy. Julie’s world was about to
change.
When the biopsy confirmed
melanoma, Julie was thrust into the
new world of doctor’s appointments,
tests and scans. Everything was moving

so quickly. A sentinel node biopsy
and wide local excision surgery was
scheduled. It was a blur. At first, she
didn’t think it was serious, so she went
to her first appointment on her own
as she thought it would be quick. The
appointment went over an hour, and
she was a mess. She remembers asking
the resident medical doctor, “Is this
going to kill me?” The intern couldn’t
say. The reality was setting in.
The sentinel node came back positive
for melanoma, with some additional
areas of concern. There was a
concerning spot found on her lung,
but the doctors advised her that it was
probably nothing, just a residual effect
from pneumonia. It was then decided
that they would watch the spot
through additional scans.
The discussion then turned to the need
for a full axiliary node dissection. Julie
said, “the toughest part of the journey
is the hurt or pain and worry for family
and friends – having to tell them. I
wanted to spare my son until we really
knew what we were dealing with. We
talked with the school principal who
had been through cancer and sought
her advice. We told my son just before
our trip to Ireland – it gave us ten full
days to be normal, time to process the

information with a bit of distraction.
I wanted my son to see that I was still
me, still able to have fun and give him
our full attention and support as he
dealt with the news.”
Given some unique characteristics
of her positive sentinel node, a
full axiliary node dissection was
performed. The results came back
that of 29 nodes removed, 16 of them
had cancer. “I was devastated with
the information about the nodes – I
couldn’t feel them, so it didn’t feel like
I was sick. How could I have this much
cancer? I didn’t want to know a lot of
information in the beginning because
it was too much for me.” The risk for
recurrence and spread of the disease
was high. However, the silver lining
was that new adjuvant therapy access
had just been made available. Timing
was everything. Had it been a year
before, Julie may not have had any
further treatment options other than
monitoring.
In July 2018, Julie started daily oral
targeted therapy. Treatment began on
Friday and she started her new job on
the Monday. She wanted life to be as
normal as possible. Only her new boss
knew about her situation.
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Did I mention that Julie has dealt with
a lifetime of chronic disease as well?
She also lives with rheumatoid arthritis
(RA). Worrying about the side effects
of her targeted therapy combined
with her RA drugs, she decided to
come off of her RA drugs for the entire
year of treatment. She managed with
strong pain medications and resting
when she needed. For an entire year
she dealt with a ramped up immune
system, which caused frequent fevers
and flared up the rheumatoid arthritis
every four or five weeks. She put up
with rashes on her legs and arms just
before the high fevers. The fevers
progressed and got worse the longer
she was on therapy: One to two days
in the first couple of months; then
three to four days a month for a few
months; and up to five or six days a
month towards the end of the year. At
one point she had a fever of 102.5 for
seven straight days. The fever would
build all day and last through the night.
Yet she got up and made it to work
every day, only taking the last two
weeks off at the end of therapy out of
necessity.
When asked how she coped not only
with the physical effects, but also
with the emotional impact of her
diagnosis, Julie said, “You are dealing
with life. Wouldn’t it be nice if all you
had to deal with is cancer? Job losses,
sick kids, school, outside activities,

the house…life doesn’t stop. It was a
challenge physically and emotionally.
Travelling to work in the dead of winter
with a fever; running around for my
son who plays competitive hockey and
AAA baseball. He didn’t miss a thing
and I was determined he would not
be impacted. I was fatigued beyond
belief, but I just wanted to keep things
normal.”
However, the emotional stress was
challenging. She felt completely
alone, anxious and isolated. Unaware
that the hospital offered counselling
services, Julie waited months to
seek help. She reached out to us at
the Melanoma Network. “I called
and I was a blubbering mess. I had
no one else to talk to. The diagnosis
was so overwhelming and so much
information, I couldn’t process it. It
was the phone call I made to MNC
and the staff member I spoke to was
a lifeline. What I got from calling was
hope. I felt that there was a chance to
survive this.”
After some initial coaching, Julie was
put in touch with one of MNC’s trained
volunteer peers who had been through
a similar diagnosis. “I just needed
someone to talk to that had been in
my shoes – to tell me that it was going
to be ok. Beth, my peer support, was
that for me. I felt that I had a better
perspective and felt that there was

hope. It was a lifesaver through the
last year. We vented to each other and
now it is so much better – because if
it comes back, I hope I won’t have the
devastation and fear that I had the first
time. To see her still doing well, even
through her treatment, gives me a
sense of optimism.”
Peer support was a lifeline for Julie
when she needed it. “When you are
in the middle of it and in a whirl, then
having someone you can talk to that
can articulate back to you exactly how
you feel is so amazing. Your family and
friends are wonderful and caring, but it
is just they don’t know how you feel. It
takes a layer of the stress off you to be
able to vent and talk with another that
has been through a similar journey. You
are dealing with the devastation of the
disease and having to educate those
around you. With a peer, you don’t
have to do that. They get it. It relieves
the stress and allows you to live life
in a better way. Being able to see
firsthand that people do live with the
disease provided a much-needed sense
of hope. Knowing that you are not
alone in this is so important. I am now
very aware of my time and the value of
life. It changes your outlook and how
you feel, how you take care of yourself.
It changes the conversations I have.
I have a second chance also at my
parenting – about what is important
and how you take care of yourself.”

Together we raised over $300,000 towards patient support and
education on awareness and the prevention of melanoma.

THANK YOU TO OUR VOLUNTEERS, DONORS & SPONSORS

HOPE IS ALIVE
On June 2, 2019 – Cancer Survivors Day
– the Melanoma Network of Canada
captured the stories of individuals
whose lives have been changed by
melanoma.
Each journey is unique; diagnoses,
treatment plans, and outcomes all vary,
yet everyone needs a support system.

A network. With this video, we want
melanoma patients, their caregivers,
relatives and friends to know MNC is
here and we have a message of hope.
MNC hopes viewers take away
information about early detection,
the importance of finding a support
network, and promising treatment

options, such as immunotherapies, and
see that hope is alive for melanoma
patients.
Access the video here:
https://youtu.be/pY12ubhRRjk
Engage with us on social media using
#HopeisAlive

THANK YOU TO OUR PARTICIPANTS FOR SHARING THEIR STORIES:
Annette Cyr • Ashley Chlebo • Jessica Huck • Matthew Lui • Bill Melvin

Where Can I
Find Support?

For more information, visit:

MNC offers an online patient forum and
in-person support groups where you can
discuss concerns and exchange insights, as
well as a Patient-to-Patient Support Program,
which can put you in touch with other cancer
survivors to talk about your experiences and
share concerns or anxieties you may have.

https://www.melanomanetwork.ca/
how-do-i-get-support/

https://www.melanomanetwork.ca/
melanoma-recurrence/

For support information contact:
Mary Zawadzki, Patient Care Specialist
mzawadzki@melanomanetwork.ca
1.877.560.8035 x108

VOLUNTEER PROGRAM

Peer-to-Peer
Melanoma
Support
The Peer-to-Peer Support program
offers an opportunity to connect
melanoma patients with a certified
peer who has also been changed by a
melanoma diagnosis. This program is
free and is offered by phone and/or
email anywhere in Canada. If you are a
patient or caregiver please reach out to
the Melanoma Network of Canada for
support – we are here to help.
“Thus, through opportunities for
engagement, social networks define
and reinforce meaningful social
roles including parental, familial,
occupational, and community roles,
which in turn provide a sense of value,
belonging, and attachment. Those
roles that provide each individual with
a coherent and consistent sense of
identity are only possible because of
the network context, which provides
the theater in which role performance
takes place.
“In addition, network participation
provides opportunities for
companionship and sociability.”
(Berkman et al., 2000).

Melanoma
Support Group

Volunteer
Recruitment

Meet with others facing a similar
diagnosis. Led by skilled health care
professionals along with melanoma
survivors. Support groups are free
and are held the first Wednesday of
every month. The Melanoma Network
of Canada would like to highlight two
new locations in Aurora, at the Aurora
Community Centre, 1 Community
Centre Lane as well as Niagara, located
at Wellspring Niagara, 50 Wellspring
Way, Fonthill, Ontario.

If you have been changed by
melanoma and would like to offer
emotional support to someone in your
community please contact:

To register please visit
https://www.melanomanetwork.ca/
supportgroups/ or email
mzawadzki@melanomanetwork.ca

Email and
Phone Support
Have you been recently diagnosed?
Experienced a change in diagnosis?
Would like to talk to someone about
your experiences? Support is available
Monday to Friday 9-5 ET. All calls
and emails are confidential. For
support please call Mary Zawadzki
at 1-877-560-8035 ext. 108 or email
mzawadzki@melanomanetwork.ca

Mary Zawadzki
mzawadzki@melanomanetwork.ca
for further information.
Online training is provided.
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CALENDAR
OCTOBER 2

NOVEMBER 6

Oakville, Melanoma Support Group,
6:30 P.M. – 8:00 P.M., Wellspring
Birmingham Gilgan House

Oakville, Melanoma Support Group,
6:30 P.M. – 8:00 P.M., Wellspring
Birmingham Gilgan House

Toronto, Melanoma Information
Session, 5:00 P.M. – 8:00 P.M.,
Odette Cancer Centre

Oshawa, Melanoma Support Group,
6:30 P.M. – 8:00 P.M., Hearth Place
Support Centre

Oshawa, Melanoma Support Group,
6:30 P.M. – 8:00 P.M., Hearth Place
Support Centre

Calgary, Melanoma Support Group,
6:15 P.M. – 7:15 P.M., Holy Cross
Centre

Calgary, Melanoma Support Group,
6:15 P.M. – 7:15 P.M., Holy Cross
Centre

Canada, Giving Tuesday,
12:00 A.M. – 12:00 P.M.
www.melanomanetwork.ca/givingtuesday-dec-3

Aurora, Melanoma Support Group,
6:30 P.M. – 8:00 P.M., Aurora
Community Centre

Aurora, Melanoma Support Group,
6:30 P.M. – 8:00 P.M., Aurora
Community Centre

OCTOBER 22
Hamilton, Melanoma Information
Session, 5:30 P.M. – 8:00 P.M.,
Juravinski Cancer Centre

London, Melanoma Information
Session, 5:30 P.M. – 8:00 P.M.,
Stoneridge Inn & Conference Centre
NOVEMBER 26
Montreal, Melanoma Information
Session, 5:30 P.M. – 8:00 P.M.,
Location TBD

DECEMBER 3

DECEMBER 4
Oakville, Melanoma Support Group,
6:30 P.M. – 8:00 P.M., Wellspring
Birmingham Gilgan House
Oshawa, Melanoma Support Group,
6:30 P.M. – 8:00 P.M., Hearth Place
Support Centre
Calgary, Melanoma Support Group,
6:15 P.M. – 7:15 P.M., Holy Cross
Centre
Aurora, Melanoma Support Group,
6:30 P.M. – 8:00 P.M., Aurora
Community Centre

Cutaneous Squamous Cell Carcinoma (cSCC)

FREE SUPPORT & RESOURCES
· Phone & Email Support
905-901-5121 x108 or 1-877-560-8035 x108
Email: info@melanomanetwork.ca

· cSCC Online Patient Forum

www.melanomanetwork.ca/forums

· A Patient Guide to cutaneous Squamous
Cell Carcinoma (cSCC)
www.melanomanetwork.ca/csccinfo/resourcescscc/

Contact Melanoma Network of Canada
www.melanomanetwork.ca info@melanomanetwork.ca
1-877-560-8035 Charitable Registration # 85491 3050 RR0001

